Abstract: Colon cancer is the third most diagnosed cancer worldwide, followed by lung and breast cancer. Conventional treatment methods are associated with numerous side effects and compliance issues. Thus, colon targeted drug delivery has gained much attention due to its evident advantages. Although many technologies have been explored, the use of pH-sensitive polymers, especially biodegradable polymers, holds exceptional promise. This review aims to collate research articles concerning recent advances in this area. A systematic search using multiple databases (Google Scholar, EMBASE, PubMed, MEDLINE and Scopus) was carried out following the preferred reported items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines with an aim to explore the use of pH-sensitive carbohydrate polymers in developing colon targeted pharmaceutical formulations. Following screening and quality assessment for eligibility, 42 studies were included, exploring either single or a combination of carbohydrate polymers to develop targeted formulations for colon cancer therapy. Pectin (11) is the most widely used of these biopolymers, followed by chitosan (9), alginate (9) and guar gum (8). This systematic review has successfully gathered experimental evidence highlighting the importance of employing carbohydrate polymers in developing targeting formulations to manage colon cancer.
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1. Introduction

Colon cancer (CC), also known as colorectal cancer or bowel cancer, is a significant cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide. With over 200,000 deaths annually, CC accounts for the highest proportion of cancer-related deaths in Europe, the fourth most cancer-related deaths globally, and the third most diagnosed cancer [1–3]. The development of the disease is initiated when colonic epithelial cells develop a benign adenomatous polyp [4], which then progresses into an advanced adenoma with a high grade of dysplasia and then further develops into invasive cancer [5,6]. The invasive cancers that remain confined within the walls of the colon (tumour–node–metastasis stages I and II) are curable, but if left untreated, they spread to the regional lymph nodes (stage III) and then to distant-sited metastases (stage IV), as illustrated in Figure 1a,b [6–8].
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration showing (a) different stages of colon cancer, [6] reproduced with permission from MDPI and (b) different parts of colon with malignant tumour.

As with most cancers, CC does not discriminate and can affect individuals of all demographics. However, researchers have identified numerous lifestyle and sociodemographic risk factors that may increase the chances of individuals developing the condition. Lifestyle factors, such as smoking, alcohol consumption, poor diet, obesity and leading a sedentary lifestyle, have all been associated with an increased risk of developing CC; therefore, limiting exposure to such factors may be an effective measure in reducing CC risk. On the other hand, sociodemographic risk factors including ethnicity, gender [9], age [10,11], previous history of cancer (ovary or breast) [12,13], inflammatory bowel disease such as ulcerative colitis [14] and environmental conditions [15] have also been identified but these cannot be modified and controlled. Nevertheless, following the diagnosis of CC, treatment must be swift and effective with minimal side effects. The primary treatment approaches for CC include surgery, chemotherapy, radiation therapy, immunotherapy and molecularly targeted treatment [16]. In clinical practice, surgery remains the mainstay in the early stage of the disease, but recurrence of tumours after surgery is a substantial drawback that often leads to death [17]. Furthermore, conventional chemotherapies for the treatment of CC are usually not as effective as other cancers due to the drugs being delivered to a non-targeted site which may ultimately lead to patients suffering from unwanted side effects [18,19].

In recent years, to tackle the issues mentioned above, colon targeted drug delivery systems have gained much attention [20] due to their potential to deliver antineoplastic agents directly to the colon. This approach increases the concentration of the drug at the
target region, thus reducing the need for multiple dosing and, consequently, reducing the risk of adverse effects \[21,22\]. These drug delivery systems are assisted by the long retention time (up to 5 days) of colonic contents and higher absorption of several drugs by colonic mucosa, resulting in the colon being an ideal site for drug delivery \[23\]. Direct administration of the drug via the rectal route can attain drug targeting to the colon; however, due to the ease of administration leading to improved patient compliance, oral drug delivery is the most preferred route and has resulted in the development of many oral anticancer agents over the past ten years, which have been evaluated for the treatment of colon cancer \[24–26\]. Furthermore, compared to rectal dosage forms, orally delivered anticancer drugs provide flexibility in their manufacturing and are cost-effective and relatively safe to administer \[27–29\].

Oral colon-targeted drug delivery can be facilitated by prodrug formation \[30\], pH-based drug delivery \[31,32\], mucoadhesive formulations \[33\], pressure-controlled systems \[23\], timed controlled release systems, osmotic systems \[34\], and microbial and/or enzymatically triggered systems \[35,36\]. It is imperative to deliver anticancer drugs at an adequate concentration to the local region without premature drug loss/release in the upper GI tract to achieve successful colon targeting \[24,37\]. To this end, several techniques have been employed; the most widely used method is to coat the drug with a pH-sensitive polymer or a polymer that degrades explicitly in the colon by the action of colonic bacteria \[38,39\].

For this purpose, carbohydrate-based natural polymers for colon-specific drug delivery have received considerable interest \[40\] as they are biocompatible, biodegradable, non-toxic, inexpensive, have acceptable safety profiles and can be employed in developing dosage forms by simple techniques \[24,41,42\]. Additionally, drug release from the carbohydrate polymers is primarily achieved by microflora degradation, which is also considered as an essential approach for colon targeting, thus making carbohydrate polymers an ideal candidate for their use in developing colon-targeted drug delivery systems \[41,43\]. Based on this approach, numerous polysaccharides have been investigated, including guar gum, pectin, inulin, amylose, chondroitin sulphate and chitosan \[44\]. This family of natural polysaccharides is comprised of structures with many derivatisable groups with a wide range of molecular weights and varying chemical compositions \[45\]. Carbohydrate-based drug delivery offers the opportunity to provide sustained or delayed drug release, thus warranting good absorption in the colon \[46\]. Therefore, the current review aims to comprehensively analyse recent advances in colon-specific drug delivery using a systematic approach by employing PRISMA (preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses) guidelines \[47\].

2. Methodology
2.1. Search Plot, Information Sources, and Screening Process

A search plot following the PRISMA guidelines was developed \[47\] encompassing key quality assessment determinants of research studies: identification, screening, eligibility and inclusion, as illustrated in Figure 2. A systematic search of published original research studies from 2000 to 2020 was carried out for this review. A comprehensive search plot based on Google Scholar, EMBASE, PubMed, MEDLINE and Scopus databases was formed. The lead authors searched using the following terms: “Colon Targeted Drug Delivery” OR “Pharmaceutical formulations targeting colon or colorectal cancer” OR “Natural polymers used to target Colorectal Cancer”. From the collected research studies, titles and abstracts were screened initially and studies unrelated to the rationale of the current systematic review were excluded. The remaining studies were then screened thoroughly to scan their eligibility. Additionally, studies that did not meet the criteria of the review were then removed.
2.2. Study Selection

The primary investigators independently evaluated the eligible studies. The full text was screened thoroughly by two reviewers against the rationale of the systematic review. Any differences of opinion and disagreements over the eligibility of any study among reviewers were settled through a joint discussion.

2.3. Data Extraction and Collection

Essential characteristics of eligible research studies were extracted using a form [48], which was used and verified by the primary investigators. The extracted information was arranged using Microsoft Word 2019 [49–54] to include active pharmaceutical ingredients, carbohydrate polymers used either alone or in combination, type of investigations and test (in vitro/in vivo studies), other excipients and overall study characteristics.
2.4. Risk of Bias Assessment

A recently published framework was adopted [48] to assess the risk of bias for all the eligible studies. This framework is based on six key domains: research rationale, description of the methodology, characterization and testing, description of results, description of discussion and conclusions. The research team independently applied the framework to each study to examine the risk of bias. After the authors’ preliminary investigation, the final recommendations on each study were concluded after a detailed panel discussion.

3. Results and Discussion

As shown in Figure 2, the current systematic search plot resulted in the identification of 1028 unique studies; however, after removing duplicates, 605 articles were included. These articles were screened further by their article title or abstract, which led to the removal of a further 515 articles. Thus, 90 articles were subjected to full-text screening, which removed 48 articles and resulted in a total of 42 articles [55–96] that were considered eligible to be included in the review for further analysis. The main reasons behind exclusion were the lack of targeted delivery of drug to the colonic site.

The included articles were further categorized, and information was extracted according to the type of natural polysaccharide and the characteristics have been described Table S1 (supplementary data) and discussed separately in the following sections. After a detailed data extraction exercise, various biopolymers have emerged as forerunners in terms of their utility, such as pectin, chitosan, guar gum, alginate, hyaluronic acid, dextran and chondroitin sulphate. Table 1 summarises the structural units and pharmaceutical applications of carbohydrate-based polymers explored for colon-specific drug delivery systems. Meta-synthesis of the included studies from Figure 3a identified an increasing application of biopolymers for colon targeted drug delivery over the last twenty years. Figure 3b illustrates the distribution of articles based on the different carbohydrate polymers investigated as a carrier for colon drug delivery. Pectin, chitosan, alginate and guar gum were the most frequently explored as carriers compared to hyaluronic acid, dextran and chondroitin sulphate. Figure 3c illustrates the distribution of drugs based on their frequency in included studies. Among all the drugs, 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) is the most common therapeutic agent for colon cancer treatment compared to other therapeutic agents. The distribution of the risk of bias in the included studies is depicted in Figure 3d and a detailed summary is tabulated in Table S2 (supplementary data). After risk of bias evaluation, the studies generally had a low risk of bias with 4% unclear risk of bias in the discussion section, 0.6% in results and 2% in testing and methodology sections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>Structural Units</th>
<th>Other Applications</th>
<th>Chemical Structure</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Pectin  | (1→4)-linked α-D-galacturonic acid residues. | • Gelling agent  
• Binding agent  
• Modified release formulations  
• Carrier for delivery to GIT in the form of gel, beads and film coated formulations. | | [97–100] |
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polysaccharides</th>
<th>Structural units and their applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chitosan</td>
<td>β (1 → 4) linked glucosamine units together with some proportion of N-acetylglucosamine units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guar gum</td>
<td>(1→4)-β-D-mannopyranosyl units with (1 → 6)-linked α-D-galactopyranosyl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alginate</td>
<td>(1→4)-linked β-D-mannuronate (M) and α-L-guluronate (G) residues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyaluronic acid</td>
<td>N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (GlcNac) and D-glucuronic acid linked by β-(1/3) bond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dextran</td>
<td>1:6-α-glucose units with some degree of branching via 1:3-α-linkages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chondroitin sulphate</td>
<td>(1–3)-β-N-acetyl-d-galactosamine and (1–4)-β-glucuronic acid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. (a) Bar chart indicating the number of articles from Jan 2000 to Jun 2020 (b) Application of natural polysaccharides for colon-specific drug delivery (c) Distribution of drugs for targeted delivery in colorectal cancer and (d) Overall risk of bias assessment according to the six areas covered among the included studies.
3.1. Pectin

Pectin is a long-chain, high molecular weight, non-starch polymer naturally present in plant cell walls and middle lamina and is commercially extracted from apple pomace and citrus peels [120]. The chemical structure of pectin comprises a long chain composed of a backbone of galacturonic acid units connected by $\alpha\text{-1-4-glycosidic bonds}$ (Table 1). Attached to this backbone are neutral sugars, including arabinose, galactose and rhamnose [121–124]. The applications of pectin are numerous, and it is especially popular in the food and pharmaceutical industries, where it is utilised as a thickening agent or as an excipient due to its excellent gelling property, long gastric residence and complete biodegradability [125–127]. In the pharmaceutical industry, an efficient drug delivery system (DDS) may be designed by mixing pectin with pH-resistant hydrophobic polymers to form a complex with positively charged polyelectrolytes (usually Ca$^{2+}$) or by forming prodrugs [123,128,129]. Pectins with a low degree of esterification and high amidation are common in colon-targeted DDS due to their gelling abilities and the possibility of enhancing hydrophobicity by introducing amide groups [130]. Therefore, numerous studies have successfully used pectin as a carrier to target chemotherapeutic agents directly for colorectal cancer. Wang et al. reported the conjugation of 5-FU-1-acetic acid with pectin. In previous in vivo studies, the release of 5-FU-1-acetic acid from 5-FU-pectin after oral administration was found to occur extensively in the colon and caecum of rats [55]. In the same year, Jain et al. developed calcium pectinate beads coated with pH-dependent Eudragit S-100 loaded with 5-FU to provide a colon-specific delivery system. The in vitro and in vivo studies reported that the orally administered beads effectively transferred maximum drug load to the colonic site [56].

In another study, colon-specific delivery of 5-FU via Eudragit (L100-55, L100, and S100)-coated pectin microspheres was reported. The optimized formulation, composed of 1:6 drug: polymer ratio, released drug in simulated colonic fluid (pH 7.4) containing 2% rat caecal content. Moreover, after oral administration, an in vivo (albino rats) organ distribution study revealed a maximum percentage of the drug after 6 to 8 h in the colonic region while no drug was found in the stomach and small intestine [57]. In the following year, He Wei et al. [58] performed in vivo/in vitro studies for pectin/ethyl cellulose film-coated pellets of 5-FU. From in vitro dissolution studies, they observed that the drug release rate is affected by coat thickness and pectin content, and the optimum coating was attained with a pectin/ethyl cellulose 1:2 $w/w$ ratio. According to this report, 2.0 ± 1.2% of the drug was released in simulated upper gastrointestinal tract (GIT) conditions followed by slow, prolonged release in colon-simulated media. In vivo results indicated that 5-FU was detectable in rat plasma 7 h post-oral administration compared to 0.25 h in animals that received uncoated pellets. Pectin/ethyl cellulose coated pellets displayed delayed $T_{\text{max}}$ and decreased $C_{\text{max}}$ with prolonged mean residence time compared to uncoated pellets. It was also reported that the pectin/ethyl cellulose coating prevented epithelial lesions in the stomachs of rats after 24 h incubation. Based on these findings, it was concluded that pectin/ethyl cellulose film coating could effectively target the colon.

An in situ intracapsular coating of ethylcellulose as a hydrophobic layer on zinc-pectinate pellets was reported to provide targeted delivery of 5-FU [59]. On wetting, the pectin coat of the intracapsular system dissolved which led to network formation of an ethylcellulose plug with the pellets. Less than 25% of the drug was released in the upper GIT, whereas most drug was released upon prolonged dissolution and in response to pectinase (a microbial enzyme located in colon), which digested the core pellets. From in vivo (rats) examination, following the 8 h transit time in the upper GI tract, the intracapsular pellet coating formed a plug that remained mechanically robust before reaching the target site. Two years later, Subudhi et al. [60] formulated nanoparticles of citrus pectin and Eudragit S100 containing 5-FU drug to provide targeted delivery for colorectal cancer. Citrus pectin acts as a ligand for galectin-3 receptors expressed over colorectal cancers, providing a multifaceted approach. In vitro studies revealed selective drug release of 70% in the colonic region after 24 h and an in vitro cytotoxicity assay demonstrated a 1.5-fold more significant cytotoxicity of nanoparticles compared to 5-FU solution against HT-29 cancer cells. The
study also presented in vivo (albino rats) data that indicated the successful delivery of coated nanoparticles to the colonic region with extended drug release. Pectin-zinc-chitosan-polyethylene glycol-based colloidal nano-suspension was formulated for targeted delivery of resveratrol. There was negligible drug release in a simulated juice model (pH = 4). While in the SCF (simulated colon fluid) ~49% of the drug was released in the presence of pectinase. From these findings, the proposed NPs can be employed as a novel strategy for successfully delivering resveratrol in the fruit juice matrix [61].

Zhu et al. [62] developed doxorubicin (DOX)-loaded porous starch (PS) granules coated with pectin (P)-chitosan (Pch) for drug targeting. Figure 4 depicts the appearance of beads before lyophilisation and beads with no drug were bright and translucent, Figure 4a. By contrast, coating the drug with pectin displayed caking due to the insolubility of medicine in the solution of pectin, Figure 4b. However, Pch /PS/DOX beads were bright and opaque with a uniform distribution of DOX when PS/ doxorubicin powder was added, Figure 4c. Moreover, in vitro simulated profiles displayed only 13.80% and 17.56% release rates in the upper GIT from Pch/PS/DOX and P/PS/DOX, respectively. The PS and pectin/chitosan coating layer can be used as an effective method to provide a colon targeted delivery.

![Figure 4. Images of the prepared beads: (a) beads without PS/DOX, (b) beads containing PS/DOX and (c) beads containing Pch/PS/DOX [62], reproduced with permission from Elsevier.](image)

Ansari et al. [63] reported pterostilbene loaded beads containing pectin and zinc acetate as a cross-linking agent. The optimised formulation was further coated with pH-dependent Eudragit S-100 and delivered pterostilbene to the colon as evaluated from pharmacokinetics and organ distribution studies using albino rats as the animal model. In the same year, Sabra et al. [64] developed a curcumin-containing modified pectinate-chitosan nanoparticulate carrier system (MCPCNPs). Its mucoadhesive properties extended its contact time, the in vitro findings confirm its potential for colon targeting. In another study, the same authors evaluated the efficacy and specificity of the cetuximab (Cet)-conjugated to the MCPCNPs (Cet-MCPCNPs) towards cells that overexpress epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) which are responsible for epithelial malignancies. The in vitro release studies of the drug in simulated media displayed a drug release profile with a significant reduction of cancer cell propagation. Thus, the data suggests a new approach for the treatment of colorectal cancer [65].

The research studies cited above show that pectin has great potential in developing targeted drug delivery systems for colorectal cancer.

3.2. Chitosan

Chitosan is a linear amino polysaccharide comprised of (1→4) linked D-glucosamine and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine units randomly distributed throughout. Chitosan is obtained from chitin found naturally in the exoskeleton of crustaceans such as shrimp and crab, through alkaline deacetylation [131]. There is a strong interest in pharmaceutical and
biomedical applications for this cationic polysaccharide due to its extensive availability, characteristic pharmacological properties, mucoadhesivity and other beneficial biological properties [132]. The ability of chitosan to prolong residence time in the GI tract through mucoadhesion and its ability to enhance absorption by increasing permeability are the major factors contributing to its extensive evaluation as a component of oral dosage forms [133]. Consequently, chitosan-based delivery systems have been widely studied for colonic drug targeting since such systems can protect therapeutic agents from the hostile conditions of the upper GI tract and release the entrapped agents, specifically at the colonic site, through degradation of the glycosidic linkages of chitosan by colonic microflora. Aydin and Pualat [66] developed tripolyphosphate-crosslinked 5-FU encapsulated chitosan nanoparticles to provide localised drug delivery for colorectal cancer. The optimised nanoparticles displayed significant swelling characteristics when exposed to pH 5 and demonstrated controlled and sustained release (in vitro) of 5-FU from chitosan nanoparticles ranging from 29.1–60.8% depending on pH after 408h. The release profiles suggested that chitosan nanoparticles can be used as pH-responsive smart-drug delivery agents to provide localised cancer treatment. In another study, a multiparticulate system composed of chitosan microspheres to provide colon-specific capecitabine delivery for colorectal cancer treatment was reported. According to in vitro release studies, the formulation demonstrated an initial burst release mimicking stomach conditions that were not satisfactory because the contents needed to be released in the colon. Hence, this study has suggested that coating of microspheres may be a valuable option to attain colon targeting [67].

Galactosylated chitosan (GC), a derivative of chitosan, is reported to provide targeted delivery of therapeutic agents. GC can significantly enhance the hepatocyte-targeting compared to chitosan due to specific ligand–receptor interaction between galactose-moieties and asialoglycoprotein receptors. Although studies on colon-targeting specificity are limited, several recent reports have shown that GC could help deliver drugs precisely to the colonic activated macrophages due to the receptor-mediated endocytosis. For this purpose, Liu et al. [68] developed 5-FU-loaded mesoporous silica nanoparticles (5-FU@MSN-NH2)-based galactosylated chitosan (GCs) as galactose receptor-mediated materials for colon targeting drug delivery. The 5-FU@MSN-NH2/GC displayed high loading capacity, sustained release and higher toxicity to human colon cancer cells than free 5-FU (in vitro). The 5-FU@MSN-NH2/GC nanoparticles recognized and bound specifically to the galectin-receptor on the surface of cancer cells. In the same year, Woraphatphadung et al. [69] formulated pH-sensitive polymeric micelle carriers of N-octyl-N, Osuccinyl chitosan (OSCS) and N-naphthyl-N,O-succinyl chitosan (NSCS) to incorporate curcumin (CUR). The release of the drug from all CUR-loaded micelles was pH-dependent. The cumulative percentage of drug released in the simulated gastric fluid was limited, while the release was significantly higher in simulated intestinal and colonic media. The drug-loaded NSCS exhibited higher anti-cancer activity against colorectal HT-29 cancer cells.

The mucoadhesiveness of polysaccharides has advantages for drug uptake providing prolonged contact between the mucosal surface and drug delivery carriers. Dodov et al. [70] formulated lectin-conjugated chitosan-Ca-alginate microparticles containing 5-FU after conjugation with wheat germ agglutinin to provide a muco/bio-adhesive system for local drug delivery. In vitro drug release from the microparticles mimicked the simulated in vivo conditions, thus providing high drug concentration at the local site and enhanced 5-FU tissue accumulation. Chitosan succinate (CS)-sodium alginate (SA) macromolecular complex beads containing capecitabine were found to offer a high degree of protection from premature drug release in the upper GIT while most of the drug was delivered in the colonic region. The CS-SA beads induced apoptosis by inhibiting the proliferation of HT-29 cells [71].

The enteric coating over chitosan protects it to dissolve at acidic pH (2–4) in the stomach as the amine groups of chitosan tends to fully ionise in gastric conditions which may lead to premature drug release. While the prepared formulation reaches the small intestine, the increase in pH leads to dissolving of the enteric coat and the release of the
chitosan-coated core [134]. Under these findings, chitosan nanoparticles containing 5-FU were developed with enteric-coated polymer Eudragit L100 to protect the drug from the acidic environment after oral administration. The optimised drug-polymer ratio (1:3) released the drug in intestinal fluid once the nanoparticles reached the colon after 4 h with a sustained release effect over 24 h (in vitro) [72].

Similarly, in another study, Jain and Sanjay [73] prepared ligand-coupled chitosan nanoparticles encapsulating 5-FU with the enteric coating of hyaluronic acid. Drug release studies conducted under simulated gastric conditions and following colon transit time indicated that the drug remained protected in both stomach and intestine physiological media. The presence of relatively high drug concentration with prolonged exposure demonstrated a potential to provide an enhanced anti-tumour efficacy along with reduced systemic toxicity. Patel [74] has prepared chitosan-based meloxicam microspheres followed by tableting and coating using enteric polymer (Eudragit® S100). The pharmacokinetic investigation was carried out using a rabbit model showing significant difference in $T_{\text{max}}$ and $T_{\text{lag}}$ time between enteric-coated and uncoated tablets. Moreover, the optimised formulation revealed the successful colon targeting.

The research studies cited above clearly indicate chitosan’s usefulness in developing colon targeted formulations.

3.3. Guar Gum

Guar gum is a naturally occurring, long-chain carbohydrate polymer derived from the refined endosperm of guar beans *Cyamopsis tetragonolobus*. The polymer is composed of high molecular weight hydrocolloidal polysaccharides comprised of mannan and galactan units joined by glycosidic linkages [135–138]. The carbohydrate consists of approximately 80% galactomannan, 5% protein, 12% water, 0.7% fat and 2% acid-soluble ash [139]. It is a highly water-soluble, non-toxic and completely biodegradable polymer that usually swells in cold water to form a gel or solution with a low shear viscosity compared to other hydrocolloids [140–146]. The gelling property of the polymer retards the drug release from the dosage form, and its microbial degradation in the colon which is mainly due to anaerobic bacteria which are colonic *Bacteroides species* (*B. thetaiotaomicron, B. uniformis, B. fragilis, B. distasonis, B. ovatus, B. Variabilis* and *B. distasonis*). Guar gum is useful as a hydrophilic matrix for oral controlled delivery of drugs, [143] and for the colon-specific controlled release of various therapeutic agents [144]. For example, Krishnaiah and co-researchers [75] investigated drug release from (in vitro) fast disintegrating 5-FU core tablets compression-coated with guar gum. The compression coat was comprised of 60%, 70% and 80% guar gum and the formulations were given names as FHV-60%, FHV-70% and FHV-80%, respectively. Among them, the FHV-80% formulation displayed negligible drug release in SGF (simulated gastric fluid) and SIF (simulated intestinal fluid) in comparison to other formulations (FHV-60% and FHV-70%). The FHV-80% formulation released 41% of the drug in the physiological environment of the colon. Thus, the FHV-80% formulation is more likely to target the drug to the colonic region without significant drug release in the stomach and small intestine. In the following year, the same formulations were tested in human subjects to evaluate their pharmacokinetic characteristics. A delayed absorption rate followed oral administration of the colon-targeted tablets with 80% guar gum compression coat, with decreased $C_{\text{max}}$, delayed $T_{\text{max}}$ and a decreased absorption rate constant in comparison to the immediate release tablet, indicating the inability of the FHV-80% to release 5-FU in the stomach and small intestine, making the drug available in the colon for therapeutic action [76]. Chaurasia et al. [77] prepared cross-linked guar gum microspheres containing methotrexate (MTX) for colon delivery. The microspheres, formulated by crosslinking guar gum with glutaraldehyde were tested in vitro using different dissolution media (phosphate buffer saline (PBS), simulated GIT fluids of different pHs and rat caecal content containing release media). The results indicated that the drug release characteristics were considerably altered as the concentration of glutaraldehyde and guar gum varied. Moreover, the result suggested drug retention until it reached the colon.
Guar gum-based tablets were developed using quercetin. In vitro release studies confirmed that guar gum delayed the release of drug in the upper GI tract and allowed drug release in the colonic region [78]. In the subsequent year, Vat and Pathak [79] evaluated drug release from directly compressed piroxicam-loaded guar gum (GG) microsphere tablets to provide sustained and targeted adjuvant therapy for colonic adenocarcinomas. The cross-linked (glutaraldehyde) guar gum microsphere tablets were coated with Eudragit S-100 to produce a lag time of 2h in SGF followed by a substantially decreased drug release in SIF between 8–10 h. In simulated colonic medium (with pectinase enzymes), a controlled drug release of 96.66–97.11% was achieved. According to the in vivo findings using a rabbit animal model, the coated tablets were captured intact in the stomach and small intestines, and their significant size reduction began in the colon. It was concluded that the model formulation could be used as a potential candidate for developing colon targeted formulations. Singh et al. [80] improved the oral drug delivery of 5-FU via probiotic and prebiotic approaches. Drug nanoparticles were coated with guar and xanthan gum to act as prebiotics and probiotics in this approach. After coating, the drug remained protected in the GI tract and released its contents (93%) in the 7.4 pH in 4% w/v rat caecal content. In conclusion, the developed approach could overcome the cytotoxicity problem of 5-FU for colonic bacteria. Mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN), which are based on enzyme-responsive material, were modified with a capping layer containing 5-FU as a model drug within the MSN mesoporous channels as shown in Figure 5. Drugs were not released at low pH and were triggered through enzymatic biodegradation of the polymer by colonic enzymes present in the simulated colonic microenvironment (in vitro). In conclusion, the drug-loaded GG-MSN delivery system demonstrated promising potential for oral administration for colon targeting [81]. In the same year, cross-linked polymer-based 5-FU loaded microspheres composed of guar gum and sodium borate were developed to provide a controlled release formulation. The drug–polymer ratio (1:09) along with 6% sodium borate was able to control the release of the drug over 24 h. The drug remained stable in the microspheres in vitro and followed zero-order kinetics in both degradation and erosion. [82].

![Figure 5. Schematic diagram displaying GG-MSN-based colon specific drug delivery concept, which is activated by colonic enzymes [81], reproduced with permission from Elsevier.](image-url)
The research studies mentioned above clearly indicate that after oral administration of guar gum coated formulations, the therapeutics agents were successfully delivered to colonic regions.

3.4. Alginate

Alginate is a naturally occurring hydrophilic and anionic polysaccharide derived from bacteria and brown seaweed. The polymer has a linear chain made of alternating units of 1,4 linked β-D-mannuronic and α-L-guluronic acids. Alginate is commercially available in the form of a salt, e.g., sodium alginate. The chemical versatility, biodegradability and low toxicity of alginate are well known; however, the unique property of alginate to develop a stable gel in aqueous media by adding multivalent cations makes it useful for cell immobilization and drug delivery. Moreover, alginate also possesses cross-linking capability, mucoadhesiveness and pH-sensitivity as key properties suitable for oral colonic delivery. Therefore, alginate has been explored in the design of nano-drug carriers for site-specific drug delivery, especially in colon cancer treatments. Zang et al. formulated a graphene oxide-based sodium alginate containing 5-FU (GO-ALG/5-FU) drug delivery system to enable colon-targeting. Both in vitro and in vivo studies displayed colon-targeted release behaviour with lower systemic toxicity. Mice treated with GO-ALG/5-FU exhibited higher tumour suppression with prolonged survival time. In another study, colon-specific microspheres of 5-FU in alginate were cross-linked with calcium chloride and further coated with pH-dependent Eudragit S-100. The coated microspheres showed a high potential to target the pH encountered in the colonic region. Later, this group also investigated the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of the same formulation in rats compared to conventional immediate release 5-FU tablets. The immediate-release tablets predominately distributed 5-FU in the upper GI tract within 1–2 h while the colonic-specific microspheres displayed no drug release in the stomach and intestinal regions, as shown in Figure 6. Significantly higher levels of the active drug were obtained in the colonic tissues from the microspheres ($p < 0.001$). The drug concentration was higher than the IC50 required to halt the growth or kill cancer cells of the colon. Over 4 weeks, rats given microspheres had reduced tumour volume and tumour multiplicity relative to immediate release 5-FU treated rats.

Figure 6. 5-FU concentrations in homogenates of caecum contents (a) caecum tissues (b) colonic contents (c) and colon tissues (d) after oral administration of colon-specific developed microspheres and immediate-release (IR) formulations of 5-FU, reproduced with permission from Oxford Academic.
In another study, Eudragit® S100-coated nanoparticles were encapsulated in alginate pellets with indomethacin as a model drug to provide colon-specific drug delivery. The alginate pellets loaded with Eudragit® S100 NPS or indomethacin powder exhibited a diameter of ~2 mm, as shown in Figure 7. The NPS incorporation displayed a significantly higher fraction of drug load (around 60%) in SCF (simulated colonic fluid). The results demonstrated that NPs loaded alginate carriers exhibited a promising strategy for the delivery of chemotherapeutic agents in the colonic region [86]. In the following year, Agarwal et al. [87] developed calcium alginate–carboxymethyl cellulose (CA-CMC) beads for the oral delivery. In vitro dissolution studies showed negligible drug release from beads in SGF (simulated gastric fluid) due to swelling and mucoadhesion of beads in SGF, whereas CA-CMC beads degraded slowly in SIF (simulated intestinal fluid) and the rate of degradation also considerably increased due to colonic microflora-induced enzymatic breakdown. Apoptosis analysis (by flow cytometry), nuclear condensation and cytotoxicity data in HT-29 cells confirmed the CA-CMC-loaded 5-FU product had therapeutic potential. In the same year, another study reported alginate beads coated with pH-dependent Eudragit® S-100 self-emulsifying curcumin (SE-Cur). The rate and amount of drug released from the beads were influenced by calcium chloride and alginate concentrations. The formulation, containing a mixture of 2–4% alginate, SE-Cur and 0.1 or 0.3 M calcium chloride, could inhibit the drug release in the upper GIT and SIF while in SCF > 60% of the drug was released within 12 h. From these findings, the alginate could be used as a carrier to deliver poorly soluble drugs [88].

Asnani and Kokare [89] developed cross-linked hydrogel-based portulaca-alginate beads containing 5-FU. Portulaca, a natural polysaccharide, is soluble in acidic pH while it does not swell in alkaline or neutral pH environments. Therefore, in this study, portulaca was cross-linked with sodium alginate and calcium ions, followed by further crosslinking with epichlorohydrin. The developed microspheres exhibited sustained drug release after oral administration and higher relative bioavailability compared to the 5-FU solution (in vitro and in vivo (rat model)). The drug distribution was higher in the colonic region. In a recent study, a multi-unit mat of nanofibers was formulated to provide targeted delivery of bioactive peptide and salmon calcitonin (sCT) to the colonic region. Sodium alginate and sCT-loaded liposomes were coated with pectin to ensure the sustained release from the core-shell nanofibers mat in SCF [90]. Sun et al. [91] formulated dual-layered, pH-sensitive microbeads of alginate/chitosan/kappa-carrageenan (Alg/Cs/kC) to provide targeted delivery of 5-FU. Here kappa-carrageenan, which is isolated from seaweed, was used as a carrier due to its excellent gelling, anticoagulant, antioxidant, antifungal and antibacterial properties. The freshly prepared wet and dry microbeads are shown in Figure 8. From in vitro release studies under simulated GI conditions, the addition of a kC layer decreased

Figure 7. Alginate pellets with 2 mm in diameter (left) comprised of indomethacin-loaded S100 nanoparticles and alginate pellets (right) incorporating indomethacin powder developed using the drop technique [86], reproduced with permission from Wiley.
drug release from 14% to 7%. Thus, the results indicate that the proposed microbeads could be used effectively to target anticancer drugs to the colon.

![Figure 8](image.png)

**Figure 8.** 5-FU-loaded Alg/Cs/kC microbeads, and digital photographs of freshly prepared (a) wet and (b) dry microbeads [91], reproduced with permission from Elsevier.

The research studies cited above clearly indicate that alginate, when cross-linked with the pH-dependant coatings, successfully targeted the drugs to the colonic region with improved bioavailability after oral administration.

### 3.5. Hyaluronic Acid

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a linear polysaccharide comprised of alternating D-glucuronic acid (GlcUA) and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (GlcNAc) units [152]. It is usually found in vertebrates, animals and bacteria but it is not present in plants, fungi or insects. HA has been utilised as a drug delivery agent for various routes of administration including nasal, ophthalmic, parenteral, pulmonary and topical routes [153,154]. HA has also been explored in colon-specific drug delivery systems for oral administration. Jain et al. developed hyaluronic acid-coupled chitosan-based nanoparticles containing 5-FU (HACTNP) to treat colon cancer. The HACTNP nanoparticles demonstrated significantly higher uptake in cancer cells in comparison to uncoupled nanoparticles. The cytotoxicity of the drug incorporated in HACTNP was much higher than the conventional solution of 5-FU even at a lower concentration of 5-FU [92].

In another study, hyaluronic acid coupled with chitosan nanoparticles containing oxaliplatin was encapsulated within the core of Eudragit S100 pellets (Figure 9). After oral administration in mice, the formulated pellets delivered 1.99 ± 0.82 and 9.36 ± 1.10 μg of drug/g of tissue in the colon and in tumour after 12 h, respectively. Moreover, this delivery system exhibited a higher drug concentration in the colonic milieu and tumours with an extended exposure time of the drug [93].

![Figure 9](image.png)

**Figure 9.** Mechanistic system of Eudragit-coated pellets encapsulating nanoparticles for colon-specific targeting [93], reproduced with permission from Elsevier.
In a recent study to reduce side effects and maximise therapeutic response, Kotla et al. [94] formulated hyaluronan functionalised polymeric nanoparticles using curcumin (Cur-HA NPs). The schematic of the fabricated nanoconjugate system is shown in Figure 10. The in vitro release study in the enzymatic dissolution media (SGF with pepsin) displayed that the drug release was protected during its transit through the GI tract, but drug load was higher in the colonic site. Moreover, the in vitro cell culture studies on the colon carcinoma cell lines (Caco-2 and HT-29) displayed no cytotoxicity; thus, the constituents used are regarded as safe.

Figure 10. Schematic illustration of fabrication of the nanoconjugate system [94].

3.6. Dextran

This hydrophilic polymer is naturally sourced from the exo-cellular bacteria Leuconostoc mesenteroides (family Lactobacillus) [95,150]. The polysaccharide is made of long α-D-glucose molecules, most of which are linked to 1:6-α-glucose units while the side chains consist of 1:3-α-linked branches [143]. Gram-negative anaerobic intestinal bacteria display dextranase activity in the colon, but dextran remains undigested in the stomach and small intestine. [155]. It is conveniently used as a drug vehicle due to its hydrophilic and colloidal nature, inertness, low cost and versatile chemical derivatization [156]. After the successful delivery of dextran-T-70-naproxen ester prodrug in pigs by Harboe et al. [157] with almost 100% bioavailability, the polymer has been used in other drug delivery systems. Dextran has been exploited in terms of colon targeted drug delivery by Rai et al. [95] with colon-specific delivery of 5-FU using Eudragit S-100 and L-100 enteric-coated dextran microspheres. The release of the drug from coated dextran microspheres was pH-dependent. No drug release was observed in an acidic environment. By contrast, the drug release was fast at pH (7.4), where the Eudragit starts solubilizing, which facilitated the continuous release of drug from the microspheres. After oral administration of Eudragit S-100 enteric-coated dextran microspheres, the drug became available in the colon by the 12th hour. In conclusion, Eudragit L-100/S-100 enteric-coated microspheres could directly deliver drug loads into the colon without significant dose-dumping in the stomach or small intestine [95].

3.7. Chondroitin Sulphate

Chondroitin sulphate is a natural water-soluble and biocompatible polymer composed of D-glucuronic acid and N-acetyl galactosamine repeating units. The polymer is biodegradable when exposed to Gram-negative anaerobic bacteria in the colonic region of the large intestine. Chondroitin sulphate has been utilized in several ways to develop polymeric drug delivery systems, including hydrogels, nanogels and microgels as well as colon-targeted delivery systems [158]. Raza et al. [96] developed chondroitin sulphate–polyvinyl alcohol cross-linked microcapsule to provide targeted delivery of 5-FU for colon cancer. The optimized formulation displayed maximum drug entrapment efficiency with higher drug loading compared to other formulations prepared. The drug release was lower in the gastric environment, while the drug release maximum was at pH 7.4 (82%) due to the hydrolysis of acetyl linkage glutaraldehyde at alkaline pH present as a crosslinker. From the above findings, the proposed drug delivery system can be used to deliver therapeutic acid-sensitive moieties and where controlled drug release is desirable.
4. Conclusions

This review was planned to systematically search the evidence of the potential of carbohydrate polymers in colon targeted formulations for managing colon cancer. All the eligible studies were thoroughly screened using PRISMA guidelines. This systematic review identified seven different carbohydrate polymers presently explored. Among them, pectin (11) is the most explored biopolymer, followed by chitosan (09), alginate (09) and guar gum (08). In vitro and in vivo investigations confirm their successful execution and have demonstrated that incorporating carbohydrate polymers, either single or in combination, has successfully delivered pharmaceutical ingredients to the colon with minimal drug loss in the upper GI tract. The findings of this systematic review also confirm the use of carbohydrate polymers in delivering prebiotics and probiotics. Moreover, chondroitin sulphate-polyvinyl alcohol cross-linked microcapsules for controlled drug delivery in the colon have been identified. In conclusion, this comprehensive systematic review shows a thorough understanding and importance of carbohydrate polymer as natural materials for targeted colon drug delivery. In addition, while developing colon targeted drug delivery, the critical parameter (pH of the GIT and colonic medium) and concentration (drug: polymer ratio) have been considered essential parameters for successfully developing colon targeted formulations. Although the current systematic review has highlighted the progress in developing carbohydrate polymers for colon targeting, these systems are still transitioning between labs and clinics. For instance, the tumour microenvironment can influence the pH of the drug target areas, which can complicate the drug release kinetics from these dosage forms and obscure the overall treatment plan. More extensive research and development work, especially on pre-clinical aspects, is essential to better understand and optimise these formulations.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/polysaccharides3040040/s1, Table S1: Study characteristics of carbohydrate-based polymers used to provide targeted delivery; Table S2: Assessment of risk of bias for each study included in the systematic review.
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